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We introduce the notion of internal fundamental sequence and prove that any shape morphism 
from an arbitrary compactum X to an internally movable compactum Y is induced by an internal 
fundamental sequence. We use this special kind of fundamental sequences to give characterizations 
and some properties of AANRc-sets and AANR,-sets. The paper ends with a section devoted 
to internal FANR’s. 
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0. Introduction 
Since H. Noguchi [ 181 introduced in 1953 a generalization of absolute neighbor- 
hood retracts, many other topologists have contributed to develop a theory of 
approximative retraction. Some properties of AANRN-sets (Approximative 
Absolute Neighborhood Retracts in the sense of Noguchi) were studied by A. 
Gmurczyk [ 121 and A. Granas [ 131. In 197 1, M.H. Clapp [ 81 generalized Noguchi’s 
notion and introduced a larger class of spaces which are known under the name of 
AANRo-sets (Approximative Absolute Neighborhood Retracts in the sense of 
Clapp). AANRo-sets and related concepts were studied among others by S.A. 
Bogatyi [l], K. Borsuk [3], L. Boxer [4], J. Dydak-J. Segal [ll] S. MardeSif [16], 
P.R. Patten [19], etc. Recently, Z. cerin [5], [6], [7] and T. Watanabe [21] obtained 
a number of properties of AANRc-sets and AANRr.,-sets, by using methods that 
are inspired by Borsuk’s shape theory. The notion of internal movability was 
introduced by Bogatyi [l], who proved that AANRc-sets are internally movable. 
J. Dydak proved [9] that each movable compacturn has the shape of an internally 
movable compacturn. 
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In this paper we see that-any shape morphism from an arbitrary compacturn X 
to an internally movable compactum Y is induced by an internal fundamental 
sequence. Hence, if we limit ourselves to the class of internally movable compacta, 
shape theory may be developed in terms of internal fundamental sequences. We 
use this special kind of fundamental sequences to give characterizations and some 
properties of AANRo-sets and AANRN-sets. The paper ends with a section devoted 
to internal FANR’s. We assume that the reader is familiar with some elementary 
notions from the theory of approximative retraction and shape theory (see [l], [8], 
m ua D71). 
1. Internal fundamental sequences 
Definition 1.1. Let X and Y be compacta lying in spaces M, NE AR, respectively. 
A fundamental sequence f = {fk, X, Y } M,N is said to be internal provided fk(X) c Y, 
for each k = 1,2,. . . 
Remark 1.1. In [6] Z. cerin defines the notion of a net from X into Y (in M, N) 
as a sequence fk : (M, X) + (N, Y) of maps of pairs satisfying the following condition: 
For every neighborhood V of Y in N, there exists a neighborhood U of X in 
M such that fk( U) t V for almost all k. 
So, an internal fundamental sequence is the same as a fundamental sequence 
which is a net. 
Proposition 1.1. If the compacturn Y is internally movable, then every fundamental 
sequence f = { fkr X, Y} M.N is homotopic to an internal fundamental sequence. 
Proof. Let V, 3 V, 3 - - * 2 V, 3 Vn+l 3. - - be a basis of neighborhoods of Y in 
N. Due to the internal movability of Y, it follows that, for every index n, there 
exists a neighborhood W,, = V,, of Y in N, and there exists a map s, : W,, + Y, such 
that: 
s, =jn in V,, (1) 
where jn is the inclusion of W,, into V,. Since f is a fundamental sequence, we can 
find a sequence of indexes m, < m2 <. . * -C m, -C matI c - * . such that fklx = fktllX 
in W, c V,,, for every k 2 m,. 
Now we define a sequence of maps g;:X+ Y as follows: g;, . . . , gL,_, are 
arbitrary (continuous) maps; g; = s,, - fkl,v, provided m, s k < m,,,,. For every neigh- 
borhood V of Y in N, there exists an index no such that V,,,,c V, and if k 2 mno, 
there exists another index n 2 no such that m, c k < mncl hence g; = s,, * fklx, and 
from (1) it follows that: 
g; =f& in V,c V,c V. (2) 
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Since f& =fk+,lx in VW, we conclude that g; =gitl in V,,,,c V for k z m,. NOW, 
following MardeSic [15, p. 11331, there exists a fundamental sequence g = 
{gk, X, Y)M.N such that & = g;. Then, g is an internal fundamental sequence and 
(2) implies that g=J This completes the proof. 
As a consequence of Proposition 1.1, in the class of internally movable compacta, 
the notion of shape can be defined in terms of internal fundamental sequences. 
Remark 1.2. It is not in general true that every internal fundamental sequence is 
homotopic to a fundamental sequence generated by a map (even in the case of 
internally movable compacta), as the following example shows: Consider in the 
Euclidean plane Ez the circles X,, = {(x, y) 1 x2+ y* = (1 - l/n + l)*} for n 2 1 and 
let X0 be the circle with centre (0,O) and radius 1. We set X =lJT=p=o X,. Now, 
considerthepoinisp,=(0,O),p2~=(l-l/m+1,0),p2,+,=((l/m+1)-1,0)for 
each M 2 1. and let (Y,),,,, be a sequence of mutually disjoint circles such that 
YO=XO, the centre of Y,, is pn (for n 5 1) and lim, radius (Y,,) =O. We set Y = 
EC’=0 Y,. It is easy to see that X and Y are internally movable compacta. 
Consider a fundamental sequence f={fk, X, Y}E~,E2 such that, for every kd l1 
fk maps homeomorphically X, onto Yi, if 1 G i s k, and maps X,, and Xi to the point 
p = (1, 0), if i > k. f is an internal fundamental sequence and we now prove that 
the fundamental class of f is not generated by a map. 
Otherwise, if f were homotopic to a fundamental sequence, g, generated by a 
map g: X + Y, then, the induced maps, A,, A,, between the spaces of components 
O(X) and q l( Y) would be coincident (see Borsuk [2], p. 214), and we should have 
A,(X,,) =.4,(X,) = Y,,, and, therefore g(X,,) c Y,, for every n 2 0. Let x,, E X,, be 
the point (1 - l/n + 1,O) for each index n 5 1; then, the sequences (xzn) and (xZn+,) 
converge to the point p but lim. g(x2,) = p, lim. g(x2,+,) =p’= (-l,O). This contra- 
dicts the fact that g is continuous. 
A theory of shape for compacta, parallel to that of Borsuk can be defined by 
means of internal fundamental sequences. We give here the basic definition and 
omit all details. 
Definition 1.2. A compacturn X lying in ME AR is said to be internally shape 
equivalent to a compacturn Y which lies in NE AR provided there exist internal 
fundamental sequences f = { fk, X, Y}M.N and g = {gk, Y, X},, such that g - f t ixTM 
and f. g = iv., If we assume only that the relation g * f = ix+M holds, then we say 
that X is internally shape dominated by Y. 
The next result generalizes Bogatyi’s Theorem 3, [l]. We omit the proof because 
it can be obtained by a small modification on that of Borsuk’s Theorem [2, p. l-501, 
which establishes that movability is a hereditary shape property. 
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Proposition 1.2. Let X and Y be compacta lying in spaces M, NE AR respectively 
and suppose that X is internally shape dominated by Y. If Y is internally movable, 
then X is also internally movable. 
2. Approximate ANR’s 
In this Section we state some properties of AANR’s in terms of internal funda- 
mental sequences. All spaces mentioned here are compacta and, for the sake of 
simplicity they are assumed to lie in the Hilbert cube, Q. By the symbol d we mean 
the usual distance in Q. 
Definition 2.1. Two fundamental sequences f={fk, X, Y} and g = {gt, X, Y} are 
said to be e-close provided d( fk (x), gk( x)) < E, for every point x E X, and for almost 
all k; if the above inequality holds for every index k, we say that f and g are strictly 
e-close. 
Proposition 2.1. Let Y be an AANRo-set. Then, for every fundamental sequence 
f = Ifis X Yl th ere exists an internal fundamental sequence g = {gL, X, Y} such that 
f and g are e-close for every e > 0. 
Proof. Consider a sequence VI 2 V, 3 - . - 2 V, 2 Vn+, 2 - . . of ANR neighbor- 
hoods of Y in Q, shrinking to Y. Then, there exists a null sequence of positive 
numbers E, > &2 > - * - > E, > E,+, > . . . , such that any two E,,-close maps from an 
arbitrary space into V,, are homotopic. Since Y is an AANRc-set, there exist, for 
every index n, a neighborhood U,, of Y in 0, and a map s, : U,, + Y, such that 
d(s,(y), y) < E,, for every y E U,. Besides we may assume that U,,+, t U,, c V, for 
each index n. Since f is a fundamental sequence, there exists a sequence of indexes 
k,< k,<. - - < k, < k,+l < * - - such that: 
fklX *fk+llx in U,,, for every k zz k,. (1) 
Now, consider the sequence of maps g;:X-, Y defined by: g;, . . . , g;,_, are 
arbitrary (continuous) maps; g; = s, - fklx provided k, 6 k < k,,l. Let n be an 
arbitrary index, and let k 3 k,, and suppose k, d k < km+,, where m is an index, 
m~n.Sinced(g~(x),f~(x))=d(s,(f,(x)),f,(x))<&,~&,,foreveryxEX,wehave 
that: 
g; =fJclx in V,,, for every k Z= k,. (2) 
For every neighborhood V of Y in Q, there exists an index no such that V,,,,c V. 
Then, applying (1) and (2), we deduce that g; = g;.r in V, for every k Z= k,. By 
the previously mentioned MardeSK’s result [15], there is a fundamental sequence 
g ={gk, X, Y} such that g,], = gi for every index k. Obviously, g is internal and 
for every E>O, there exists an index n , such that E,, < E; therefore, for every 
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k > k,,, and for every point x E X, the following inequalities hold: d(g, (x), fk( x)) < 
E,, < E, hence f and g are E-close, and the proof is finished. 
The next result is a characterization of AANR,-sets in terms of internal funda- 
mental sequences. 
Proposition 2.2. A compactum X is an AANR,-set if and only if there exist a closed 
neighborhood CJ of X in Q and an internal fundamentai sequence f = { fk, U, X} such 
that, the restricted fundamental sequence f Ix = { fk, X, X} is e-close to the identity ix 
for every E > 0. 
Proof. First, suppose that there exists a fundamental-sequence f: U-,X with the 
required properties and let E > 0 be given. Then, there exists an index k such that 
d( fk(x), x) < E for every XE X Hence, fklU : U +X is an c-retraction and X is an 
approximative retract of W. Therefore, X is an AANR,-set. 
Let us prove now the part ‘if’ of the proposition. By Gmurczyk’s Corollary [12, 
p. 631 (see also Bogatyi [l]), X is an FANR-set. So, there exists a fundamental 
retraction r={rk, U, X}, from a closed neighborhood U of X in Q, to X By 
Proposition 2.1, there exists an internal fundamental sequence f = {fk, U, X}. such 
that r and f are E-close, for every E> 0. Then, if E > 0 is given, we have that 
d(fk(x), x) = d(f,(x), rk(x)) < E, for every XE X and for almost all k. Hence, f 
satisfies the required properties. This completes the proof. 
Definition 2.2. A subsequence {fk,, X, Y} of a fundamental sequence f = ( fk, X, Y} 
is said to be an U-subsequence (where U is a neighborhood of Y in Q), provided 
fk,lx = fk,+,jx in U, for every ia 1. 
Proposition 2.3. For a compactum Y, the following conditions are equivalent: 
a) Y is an AANRc-set. 
b) Y is movable and for every e > 0, there exists a neighborhood U = U(e) of Y 
in Q, such that, for every fundamental sequence f = { f!_ X, Y}, every U-subsequence 
off is strictly e-close to an internal fundamental sequence. 
Proof. a)Jb) It is well known that if Y is an AANRc-set, then Y is movable 
(indeed, it is internally movable: see Bogatyi [ 11). Moreover, for every E > 0, there 
exists a map r: U+ Y, from a closed neighborhood U of Y in Q, to Y, such that 
d(r(y), y) c E, for every YE U Consider a fundamental sequence r={rk, U, Y} 
generated by r, and a fundamental sequence j={jk = iO, Y, U) generated by the 
inclusion j of Y into U Then, for every fundamental sequence f ={fkr X, Y} and 
every U-subsequence_ f’ = ( fk,, X, Y}, the composition r= j * f’ = { ri * j . fk,, X, Y} is 
an internal fundamental sequence strictly E-close to f’. 
b)+a) Let E > 0 be given, and consider a neighborhood U of Y in Q such that 
every U-subsequence of each fundamental sequence from an arbitrary compacturn 
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to Y, is strictly e-close to an internal fundamental sequence. Take another (closed) 
neighborhood V of Y in 0, contained in the interior of U. Since Y is uniformly 
movable (see Spiez [20]), there exists a fundamental sequence f’: CJ,,+ Y, from a 
closed neighborhood U,, c V of Y in Q, to Y, such that j* f’ = i, where j: Y + V 
and i: Uo+ V are induced by the corresponding inclusions. It follows that, for the 
neighborhood U of V in 0, there exists an index k0 such that f;]~,= iJUO in U for 
every k 2 k,. Then, setting f, = i, and f,, = f&+n_2, for every n 3 2, we have a 
fundamental sequence f = {fk, U,, Y} which is an U-subsequence of itself, and the 
assumption b) implies that there exists an internal fundamental sequence g = 
{gk, UO, Y} strictly E-close to f Therefore g,]“,: CJ,+ Y is a map such that 
d(g,(y), Y) = d(g,(y),f,(y)) < e for every y E U,,. Hence, g,]“, is an s-retraction 
and Y is an AANRc-set. This completes the proof. 
Definition 2.3. Two fundamental sequences f = {fk, X, Y} and g ={gk, X, Y} are 
said to be b-homotopic (where S is a given positive number) provided that for every 
neighborhood U of Y in 0, there exists an index k, such that for every k > k0 
thereisab-homotopy&:XX[O, l]+ U,such that ~&(x,O)=f~(x),~,!+(x, l)=gk(x), 
for every x E X. 
Remark 2.1. In [6]. Cerin gives a slightly different definition of b-homotopic 
fundamental sequences. A b-homotopy between fklU’ and g,],. is required there, 
for every k 2 kO, where U’ is a neighborhood of X in Q, assigned to the neighborhood 
U of Y in 0. 
Proposition 2.4. Let Y be an AANRc-set and 6 a positive number. Then, there exists 
an E > 0, such that, for any two e-close fundamental sequences f, g: X + Y defined on 
an arbitrary compactum X, there are internal fundamental sequences f’, g’ :X + Y, 
such that: 
a) f’ is S-close to f and g’ is S-close to g, and 
b) f’ and g’ are b-homotopic. 
Proof. Since Y is an AANRcrset, there exist a closed ANR neighborhood fJ of 
Y in 0, and a map r: U + Y, such that d(r(y), y) < S/3 for every y E U. Take an 
E ~0 such that any two e-close maps from an arbitrary compactum to U are 
S/3-homotopic (see Hu [14], p. 111). Consider now two c-close fundamental 
sequences f, g: X + Y. Then, there exists an index ko, such that fklx and g& are 
S/3-homotopic in U, for every k 2 kO. 
We define f; = f. fk and g; = i. g,, for every k 2 kO, where i: Q+ Q is a con- 
tinuous extension of r and we take arbitrary continuous maps f;, gi: Q+ Y, if 
k < kP It is clear that f’ = { f L, X, Y} and g’ = {g;, X, Y} are internal fundamental 
sequences. 
Moreover: 
d(f i(x), fk(x)) = d(r(f,(x)), fk(x)) < 613 
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and 
d(gk(x), gk(x)) = d(r(gk(x))y &(X)) < s/3* 
for every x E X and k 3 k,,. 
Besides, from the fact that fklx and g,], are 6/3-homotopic in U, we easily get 
that f!& = r* fk]x and g& = r* g&. are S-homotopic for k 2 k,,. Indeed, for every 
k 3 k,, let Jlk : XX[O, l]+ C-J be a b/3-homotopy between fkjx and gk], Then, 
r* $k :XX[O, l]+ Y is a homotopy between f& and g&, such that, for every 
x E X and for every r, t’ E [0, 11: 
d(r* @k(x, t>, r’ +k(x, f’)jC d(r’ !bk(& t), $k(x, t)) 
+ d($k(-% t), $k(x, t’)) 
+d(!bk(X, t’), r’ (Lkb? r’)) 
This completes the proof. 
3. Internal FANR’s 
In this section we introduce the notion of an internal FANR. 
Definition 3.1. A compacturn X is said to be an internal FANR provided that for 
every compacturn X’ lying in an AR-set, M, and containing X, there exists an 
internal fundamental sequence f = {fk, U, X}.M,.v,, from a (closed) neighborhood U 
of X in X’, to X, such that: 
f* j- i, (1) 
where j: X + U is induced by the inclusion and i: X +X is the identity fundamental 
sequence. 
Remark 3.1. If, in the preceding definition, we do not require the fundamental 
sequence f to be internal, we merely have a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a compacturn X to be an FANR-set. 
Remark 3.2. No generality is lost if we restrict ourselves to the case M =X’ = Q 
(the Hilbert cube) in Definition 3.1. 
Proposition 3.1. A compacrum X is an internal FANR if and only if it is an internally 
movable FANR-ser. 
Proof. We may assume that X lies in 0. If X is an internal FANR, then, X is an 
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FANR-set (see Remark’ 3.1). Moreover, there exists an internal fundamental 
sequence f: U + X from a closed neighborhood U of X in Q, to X, such that f. j = i, 
where j = {jk = i,, X, U} and i: X+ X are like in (1). 
It follows that, for every neighborhood C? of X in 0, there exists a neighborhood 
LJ, c CJ of X in 0, and an index kO, such that fk * jkl “,, = fk I u. = iI&,, in 0, for every 
k 3 k,,. Hence, there exists a homotopy d: U,, x [0, l]- 0 such that 4(x, 0) = x and 
4(x, 1) =fb(x) E X, for every x E U,. 
Then, X is internally movable and the part ‘only if’ is proved. Conversely, if X 
is an internally movable FANR-set, there exists a fundamental retraction r= 
{rk, U, X} where U is a closed neighborhood of X in Q. Then, Proposition 1.1 
implies that r is homotopic to an internal fundamental sequence f: U + X Hence, 
f. j- r* j = i, and, as a consequence, X is an internal FANR and the proof is finished. 
Proposition 3.2. If a compactum X is internally shape dominated by an internal 
FANR, Y, then, X is an internal FANR. 
Proof. It is obvious from Propositions 1.2 and 3.1, and Borsuk’s Theorem 2.1 [2, 
p. 2551. 
The next result is implicitly contained in [9]. 
Proposition 3.3. (Dydak). Euery fundamental class [f] : X + Y, where Y is an 
internal FANR, is generated by a map. 
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